Representing Intervals
We start by analysing which qualitative relations between intervals genuinely exist. In one dimension we are restricted to only two directions when changing the relative position of two intervals ( Fig. Z.(c) ). Ely this means we obtain the thirteen Allen relations (Fig. 2.(a) ) describing qualitative relations between events in time.
In the two-dimensional plane there are two more degrees of freedom concerning the arrangement of intervals. Firstly, it is possible to displace intervals not only horizontally, hut also vertically, i.e. in relation to the second dimension ( Fig. 2.(b) ). Secondly, it is possible to change their orientation ( Fig. 2.(d) ). Any (zombination is admissible, leading to 225 positional relations (Fig. 3) . Each such relation defines an equivalence class which subsumes infinitely many metrically distinguishable, hut perceptually similar, relations. There art? additional orientation variations: for example, relation num- Fig. 4.(c) . We refer t,o the interval which induces this reference system as the reference interual; the other i n t e n d being the primarg interval -its position and orientation are described with respect to the reference interval. In order to distinguish these qualitative interval relations from precise metrical interval relations, we refer to them as to bipartite armn,gements -Bd For short. A single relation is denoted by BA(i),i E {1,2,..,225}. Note that BA concerns only positional relations. Describing interval y with respect to interval z it holds that zy E BA. Depending on the application area, some relations are more important than others. Relations, which are not to he distinguished anymore regarding the application at hand, can be merged into the same equivalence class. As a result a smaller set of coarser relations is ohtained.
Confining oneself to rather small sets of relations allows simpler modelling, more efficient reasoning, and easier comprehension of system behaviour. Fig. 3 . Whether the endpoints of primary intervals lie precisely at such locations is of no interest in the context of qualitative reasoning; it does not, mat.ter whether one object is exactly aligned with another. Instead, we ivant to restrict ourselves t,o relations which are just sufficient for a coarse representation. For this reason, we avoid endpoints lying in singular position: for example, Bd(2) is regarded as Bd(17), or as BA(27) hy excluding endpoints in singular positions or by including points in general positions -sometimes it is necessary to consider sets of b0t.h possibilities, for instance, when representing two parallel lines, which are equal in orientation and length furthermore, relations such as Bd(1) are regarded as 5d(27), i.e. rather than considering singular locations neighbouring regions are considered that enclose that singular location. We are able to state, for example, that object z is somewhere to the front left of object y, but it is not possible to state that object x is precisely aligned with the left front of y. However, this is not actually the information we require. As we shall see later on, coarse positional information is already sufficient for solving several interesting problems.
We focus on problems dealing with rigid objects, and we have to restrict the set of possible relations accordingly. As a consequence we are interested in relations which are free of intersections, since rigid objects do not intersect each other. This allows us to omit relations such as Bd(55). , two relations between pairs of intervals are conceptual neighbours, if they can he directly transformed into one another by continuously deforming, i.e. shortening, lengthening, or moving, the intervals. We refer to the set of these relations as Bd23, and there is a mnemonic description of them at the bottom of Fig. 5 that aids in comprehending their meaning. The relations in BA23 are crucial for dealing with rigid objects. All conceivable arrangements hetwen two rigid objects can be represented by Bd23, since the relations in this set are jointly exhaustiue regarding intersectionfree objects arranged in the plane. Moreover, each con- 
Reasoning about Intervals
Any reasoning procedure deals in some way wit.h subsets of Bdi3. When we know exactly which relation holds between objects we are concerned with a subset containing only one element. But after a single inference step our knowledge frequently becomes indeterminat,e, and this indeterminacy means that we are concerned with subsets containing more than one relation. If our knowledge is still more imprecise than one of the 125 relations of BA;,, we must take into account all. those relations which may hold. Sonietiines our knowledge is completely indeterminate, and every relation in BA;, could hold. We can exclude relations if there are reasons why these relations cannot hold in the current situation.
We shall now show how subsets of BA:, make up the objects about n-hich reasoning is t o be performed.
Each subset represents a number of relations which are possible in a context, for example, as the result of an operation. An iconic depiction illustrates those subsets concisely. Fig. 6 shows some examples; each icon is a minimised depiction of the graph in Fig. 5 . Positional relations contained in a subset are printed in black, and orientation relations can be specified for each positional relat,ion separately. For clarity the identity relation is frequent,ly omitted. 
Set Operations

Converse Relation
A particularly useful operation consists in idmutiVing the converse of a relation, i.e. x, describes y xvith r e spect to x and for the converse relation it holds that f, = yz. 
Composition
Finally, there is the composition operation. Given
x, and yz, we are interested in the relation xz which can be looked up in the composition table in which all possible transitivity relations are stored. Fig. 12 shows the composition table. For instance,
(second coluinn, second IOW in the composition table).
For the composition, we write xz = x, o yz. The resulting orientation of t with respect to x is computed according to Fig. 7 .
If we have a set of intervals, the composition operation can be applied repeatedly to three-element subsets until no more relations can be updated. This results eventually in a consistent set of relations. If the u p dating process leads to an empty relation between two intervals an inconsistency has been recognised.
Composition Table
Let us discuss the composition operation more thoroughly. The 125 different basic relations of BA;, allow The following algorithm shon~s the comuutation of the 2725 compositions. can he expressed as ( ( y z + l l ) mod 22); this refers to the column in the composition t,able which is addressed by adding 11 columns to the column denoted by y.; the modulo operator allows to return to the first column after the last column has been reached -this corresponds to a change in location by 180"; x ; ' simultaneously takes the inverse of position and orientation, i.e. all occurrences of B are changed into F and vice versa, and all occurrences of 1 are changed into r and vice versa. The algorithm terminates at the latest after the second recursion step depending on the given position and orientation of y with respect to x. Finally, Fig.   7 shows the combinations of two orientations in order to compute the composition of the orientation xp = x$oy$. By considering these orientation combinations, the previous composition algorithm, and the identity relation, we obtain all 15625 compositions.
C7(xy,
Two examples show the application of the composition algorithm: (Fig. 7) 2. xy = B: and yz = 0; 
-x $ = B I o F I = { B , , B , B i }
i x y = B: # C 7 -t i x;' = F 2 E c7 -+ (x$)-' = BZ # C 7 c7 (llt,h row) -+ i z L ' = C I ( F $ , D j ) = {fi,F,,,F,} (19thcol.) -t X $ = (z;')-' = {Bi, B,,, B,} -xp = Bi o T = 4 (
Viewpoint Integration
Now we shall turn to the problem of integrating spatial knowledge. In this context we are not only concerned with different riews which we have to reconcile; these views are likely to he incomplete, inaccurate, or even erroneous, and we have to cope with such problems as well.
The relations in BA;, describe coarse spatial information. They allow us to cope with incompleteness hy considering subsets of BA:, in which each element describes one possible situation. Incompleteness means that we do not have all the information regarding a scenario; we may characterise the scenario by considering all the situations that are possible for that scenario. If we know nothing, we have to take all possible situations into consideration, and our knowledge is completely undetermined. By contrast, if we are certain about the given scenario we can describe it using exactly one relation. The larger the subset we have to consider, the less we know. Imprecision is dealt with implicitly by the coarseness of these relations, and more imprecision can be dealt with again by subsets of BA;,. Indeterminacy may also arise due to erroneous sensory information. We shall consider these issues in turn. 
Different Incomplete Viewpoints
The arrangement of objects in Fig. 1 serves as a first example. The left camera observes x with respect to y, and it holds that yz = D(. From the right camera me learn that tv = 4. \\' e conclude, it holds that zz = ty o yz = 4 oD1 = 4. For the composition we need to know that the Orientation of y with respect to t is F,. The orientation of z regarding t is F, o B, = {Bt, B , Br}, as shown in Fig. 7 . This orientation cannot he computed precisely, although we can be certain that x is somehow oriented backwards with respect to z .
Different Imprecise Viewpoints
It is sometimes not possible to determine the exact relation hetween objects. From a given point of view several different relations may be possible. Our ohservation is undetermined. Consider the left hand side of Fig. 13 . The relation between 5 and y may he clear for both cameras. The camera at the bottom may decide for y: = {Cl, FCL}, since from its viewpoint it is not clear which side the front o f t is on with respect to y. By contrast, the other camera states that y: = { C i , F Q , f i } , since it is certain regarding the side of z with respect to y; on the other hand it is not able to decide whether t is completely in front of y or whether it overlaps with y. The indeterminacy of each single camera is compensated for by the other camera; i.e. it holdj that
Different Erroneous Viewpoints '
Rather than being undetermined, observations may sometimes be erroneous. It is assumed that such erroneous relations are at least related to similar correct relations; that is, errors are similar to the right situation rather than completely wrong. The right hand r:ide of Fig. 13 shows an example. In this case, there are two contradictory observations. Camera 1 observes y: = FO,, and camera 2 observers y: = FC,. All we can Fig. 5 . In contrast to some approaches that are also based on intervals or respective line segments, as in 1151 and 1121, our relations are intersection-free; this is essential for modelling spatial scenes which deal with rigid objects. Furthermore, our approach allows additional distinctions concerning the arrangements of objects and their relative orientations. What our approach has in common with those mentioned above is the qualitative nature of variables and parameters, making systems less mmplex and more accessible to human users.
Summary
Our new approach advances current thinking in spatial reasoning, in that it provides a new set of relations. These relations are based on intervals and represent. both positional and orientation information. By contrast, other approaches deal with points 171 and therefore they fail to describe, for instance, the overlap b o tween objects; or they are based on regions 131, and describe relations between extended object,s hut fail to distinguish orientation information. Intervals can he considered as abstractions of objects, representing their intrinsic orientation, their direction of movement, or their extension seen from a part.iriilar viewpoint. The lengths of intervals may also represent the speed of objects or distances between objects. Whatever is represented hy intervals, the proposed reasoning methods are always the same.
The concepts we have proposed are distinguished by their qualitative nature. This means t,hat an ohject's position and orientation are defined relative to another object. Rather than using quantitative, external reference systems, we simply state whether an object is in front of another one, to the left of it, and so on. In this way we reason about the arrangement of a number of disconnected objects at an abstract level. This abstraction allows us to deal with imprecision by confining the relations used to distinctions which are perceptually clear -the other object is either on the left or on the right; we do not care about its exact position and we are not in need of precise sensor information. Incompleteness is dealt with by considering sets of possible relations; when knowledge is fragmentary we preclude those relations that we know cannot hold in a given context. All other relations are considered in a disjunctive way. As the reasoning procedures are the same for both complete and incomplete information this approach deals equally well with lateral views and top views; different views can even he reconciled as far as possible to identify objects uniquely. Such a qualitative representation can he comprehended very nell indeed both from the engineer's and t,he user's points of view.
